SIMPLIFY YOUR PRINT
MANAGEMENT?
Managing a company’s print environment can be tricky. Multiple devices, multiple sites,
differing user requirements, can all cause your IT department major headaches. Not only
is there costly downtime and a stretch on resources, it places a significant burden on the
network, hampering productivity and response times.
We are living in an information age, where businesses need to be agile, with access to
the right information at the right time to work as effectively as possible. Introducing Global
Print 360, which empowers your users, ensuring your print network is powerful enough
to cope with your ever-changing business
demands.
Global Print 360 has helped many
businesses completely eliminate the need
for print servers by delivering a centrally
managed direct IP printing solution.
Viable alternatives to print servers have been
limited, but technological advances have
now made it possible, creating flexible print
environments that provide convenience to the
end-user and greater functionality, without
excessive hardware costs.
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It’s completely modular, so you can
mix and match dependent on your
requirements, Global Print 360 offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Centralised Device & Driver
Management
Print Job Reporting & Monitoring
Pull Printing
Mobile Printing
SNMP Monitoring
Self Service Portal
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PRINT INFRASTRUCTURE
IS EVOLVING
Direct IP printing eliminates the need
for print servers. When printing to local printers,
all jobs are spooled and released locally, so no
print jobs pass over WAN connections, which
frees up the network. Only one virtual server
is required to manage over 20,000 printers. If
required additional virtual servers can be added
for extra resilience.
Providing complete flexibility this serverless solution enables you to replace all
the functionality that print servers provide,
whilst adding new features that simplify print
management, improve productivity, reduce
costs and IT support. All via a centralised web
application.
This revolutionary way of managing your print
environment provides all the advantages from
each of the legacy architectures of centralised

print servers and distributed print servers,
whilst eliminating all of the risk, providing the
best of both worlds for businesses. It removes
the need for costly print servers and provides
the flexibility of centralised direct IP printing
across an organisation.

COST-EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
PRINT SERVERS

PRINT MANAGEMENT
MADE EASY

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Keeps all print jobs local.
Removes single points of failure.
Eliminates print job related
WAN traffic.
Reduces hardware
infrastructure costs.
Empowers end users.
No costly downtime - When the
central management server goes
offline, everyone can still print.
Removes hardware from remote
locations, giving greater flexibility
and control.
Uses one single secure web app to
manage the entire print environment.
Users can print to any device on the
network, wherever they are, reducing
costly helpdesk calls.
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Administration of your print network
suddenly becomes very easy and takes the
load off your stretched IT departments and
reduces helpdesk calls. Removing and adding
devices is really simple, you can manage all
drivers across a mixed fleet from one portal,
end user’s can login and pull any changes and
drivers required.
Powerful driver management means that
Global Print 360 connects to the local print
driver, so whether you are in London one day
and Paris the next you are securely connected
and ready to print. The simplicity of the driver
management means there is no longer a need
to store all local drivers and provides greater
flexibility.
Global Print 360 also provides the ability to
accurately monitor all devices on the network,
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so that any issues can be alerted and actioned
accordingly.
Automation functionality can be implemented
simply to manage all day to day tasks, which
can improve productivity for your workforce.
SECURE PRINTING
We’ve all seen stacks of prints
left by the printer and all too often this gets
overlooked, but unclaimed prints create
huge waste and escalating print costs for
an organisation. Not to mention the worry of
sensitive and confidential documents falling
into the wrong hands.
The pull printing module overcomes this issue,
putting measures in place to securely print to
any device on the network, whilst still ensuring
that documents remain secure.
All print jobs are sent via a universal print
driver and then the documents are retrieved
in person at the selected device, users can
authenticate themselves via a PIN code or
proximity card and the prints are released. Any
jobs not claimed after a specified time period
simply get deleted from the print log, avoiding
any unnecessary print waste.
The self-service portal can be used to select
the printers the users want access to and click
and install them, no matter which office they
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are visiting. Long calls to the IT department
will be a thing on the past!
DYNAMIC PRINT ON-THE-GO
Leading industry analysts, Gartner
estimate that 50% of all employees will be
using their own devices in the workplace
by 2018. The way people work and use
technology is continually evolving, and the
need to access information and print securely
on-the-go has never been greater.
The emergence of Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) means organisations need to have
strategies in place to cope with secure printing
within the network from users on their own
devices. Global Print 360 offers that flexibility
for printing in BYOD environments. Guest
printing capabilities for visitors to your sites
mean they can walk to any printer and release
their prints securely, whatever manufacturer or
location, avoiding unnecessary calls to the IT
department to provide access.
The powerful browser based release
capabilities enable any device with a browser
or any mobile device to access the secure
release app and release jobs to any printer on
the network. Providing greater accessibility
and ensures document security isn’t
compromised, whilst keeping cost and print
waste in check.
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AFFORDABLE & FLEXIBLE
Global Print 360 is available as a fully managed cloud
environment, private cloud or as an on-premise version, you can choose
whichever option best suits your needs.
The nature of the solution means it’s at an accessible price point for
smaller businesses, right through to larger corporations. It’s completely
modular depending upon your organisations requirements, so you can
take the elements which suit your specific needs. And, because it’s on a
Software-as-a-service (SaaS) platform you pay on a per seat basis, so
it’s scalable and can grow with your business over the long-term.
Plus, it’s universal and works with most of the major manufacturers, and
can easily integrate into your current print environment, so you don’t
necessarily need to upgrade your print hardware at the same time.
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An Integrated Solution
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